Lynn Harper Steve Prescott, October 17, 2020.
This was an interesting murder case in Canada back in the 1950s. When Lynn Harper was 12
years old she was missing and found dead. The last person to see her was Steve Prescott who
claims he gave her a ride on his bicycle. He was only 14 years old. Her body was found next to
some bicycle tracks and there was footprints who the cops matched to Steve Harper’s shoes.
They also claimed that the bicycle tracks matched Steve Harper’s bicycle. The whole case was
based on the time of death of Lynn Harper. There was several’s suspects. A guy who came
home from the military recently, another guy who was a known sexual predator. But based on
the time of death these two guys were cleared as they had alibis for those times. Back in the 50s
the science of the time of death wasn’t all that accurate. It basically was a guess. They tried
Steve Harper as an adult and they had the death penalty in Canada. But in Canada people are
eligible for a new trial every 10 years. So somehow he got released from prison after 10 years.
But then Steve Harper claims he had a life sentence, because everyone claims he was guilty, even
though for some reason he was set free. He might’ve been set free because people didn’t think
he should’ve been tried as an adult or whatever. I don’t know. I’m not real clear on the details,
this is off from watching a TV show one time, while I was doing laundry. Anyway Steve Harper
wanted his name to be cleared and he thought DNA would clear him. And so he got a lawyer to
try to clear his name. The lawyer found out that the cops had thrown out all the evidence years
ago. So there was no DNA to test. No bicycle tracks, no footprints, nothing but the corners
report on the time of death. The lawyer found out that the time of death was changed several
times to almost look like they were trying to frame Steve Harper and set the military guy and the
known sexual predator free.
To change the time of death to make Steve Harper look innocent, his lawyer did another time of
death test. They took a smelly old pig, who knows when it died or when it was bathed and they
put the dead pig in the same place where Lynn Harper’s body was found. Then they claim they
found flies on the body immediately after they placed it. So this was their science to change the
time of death to make Steve Harper look innocent. So with a smelly dead pig that it’s been dead
for who knows how long and has never bathed, they compared that to the body of Lynn Harper
and they claim Steve Harper was innocent. They can no longer prove Steve Harper was guilty
because the cops destroyed the DNA, they destroyed the footprints, the shoes, the bicycle tracks,
the tires, the clothing etc. So just based on the results of the test of this pig these lawyers were
able to sue the Canadian Police Department for $6.5 million for wrongful imprisonment. Even
though Steve Harper had been released from prison a long time ago and only spent 10 years. The
lawyer simply waited for the cops to destroy the evidence, so that they can sue the court system.
The cops destroyed the evidence, because the guy was released from prison and already did his
time. This was just about a lawsuit to get money for the lawyers and Steve Harper. Steve Harper
may have very well been guilty and just made $6.5 million. We’ll never know because the cops
in Canada destroyed the evidence.
But because of this case, I think I’m going to have to change my beliefs of charging children as
an adult. I used to think children were too young to be charged as adults. But now that I think
back to my childhood, there was a lot of bullies in school. These children were mean. And they
claim that when these bullies grow up, they and up doing major crimes. So maybe people don’t
change. Maybe they are born evil. And maybe we should charge children as adults.
What makes me think Steve Harper might be innocent, is it hard to believe that a bunch of

intelligent police, doctors, psychiatrists etc, could not convince a 14-year-old child to admit he
did it. They could’ve told him, you can’t be charged for a crime you’re too young, but just tell us
the truth if you accidentally killed her, so we don’t pin this crime on an innocent person. At that
time it was legal to lie to suspects to get to the truth.
It sounds like he’s guilty when they say the last time she was seen was with Steve Prescott on a
bicycle and bicycle tracks were found by the murder scene. But back in the 1950s, before people
found out how dangerous bicycles were, everybody rode bicycles. That would be like saying we
found footprints by the body and this guy must’ve did it, because he has feet. But we do know
that all tire tracks are unique, like a fingerprint and it shouldn’t of been hard to match Steve
Prescott’s bicycle tracks to the bicycle tracks found at the murder scene. Also shoe prints.
Because there are wear marks on the shoes. It should of been very easy to tell if those were the
exact tires and if those were the exact shoes. Unfortunately the cops destroyed all the evidence
after they set Steve Prescott free.
So it looks like were going to have to hang on to all evidence even when the person is set free,
because they may sue the court system and the courts can’t prove the person is guilty later when
they destroy all the evidence.
I don’t think there’s a lot of ambulance chasers. I think there are lawyers that wait for evidence
to be destroyed, so that they can sue the court system.
In the United States we have body farms to determine the time of death. I think it would be
interesting for someone to see how long it takes for flies to land on a dead human to get the time
of death and compare it to these lawyers flies, on a unbathed, who knows when it died, smelly
dead pig. Lawyer should not be able to do these type of test to win lawsuits. It seems that they
are rigging the time of death, just like the cops are. I don’t know how they were able to win 6.5
million by comparing a body of a little girl that was probably bathed the same day, with the pig
that was never bathed and they didn’t even disclose the time of death of the pig. They just said
flies landed on the pig immediately to change the time of death of the little girl to prove Steve
innocent and win $6.5 million for wrongful imprisonment.
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My opinions on this crime story that was on TV today. About a fortune-year-old boy that was
charged with murdering a 12-year-old girl and then was set free and awarded $6.5 million based
on the time of death of a dead unbathed smelly pig.

